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Simon Benninga (Financial Modeling) â€“ Amazon. $ 24.99Â . Financial Modeling, Third Edition (MIT Press) by Benninga,â€� Financial Modelingâ€� is one of the best textbooks available in.Q: How do I create a Python script for console I need to be able to create an executable from a python

script which can be opened in console windows. I've looked at 2 python modules, py2exe and cx_Freeze. I'm not sure which is the most suitable for my application. What do you use for making python programs executable? A: The author of py2exe chose cx_Freeze. In my opinion, cx_Freeze is
the simpler to use, while py2exe is more flexible. If you want to distribute a Python program that can be used without Python installed, cx_Freeze is probably what you are looking for. For example, here's a link to a page with some cx_Freeze examples. After downloading the cx_Freeze

distribution (called cx_Freeze-0.8.5), you can just unzip the distribution somewhere on your system and run it. cx_Freeze will take care of everything. If you want to make an executable Python program that runs in a console window and doesn't need Python installed, py2exe is probably what
you want. cx_Freeze can be modified to do that too, using the --icon option. There's a script you can download for that (cx_Freeze-0.8.5.exe/conan.py) that makes the cx_Freeze GUI front-end script run for you. There is probably a good reason you don't want to install Python on users'

systems. If you do end up using cx_Freeze, try to distribute it in the same way py2exe would be distributed; for example, on Linux you could run a binary installer. b(x) be the third derivative of -x
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